EFFECTIVE RESEARCH COMMUNICATION: GIPUZKOAKO CAMPUSA(1. ALDIA)

INFORMAZIO OROKORRA

IKASTURTEA: 2018/2019
ARLOA: Gizarte eta Zuzenbide zientziak
KREDITUAK: 2 ECTS kreditu (*)
MATRIKULA TASA: 120 euro (UPV/EHUko kideak 80 euro)
ARDURADUN AKADEMIKOA: Errapel Ibarloza Arrizabalaga, Casilda García de la Maza

AURREZPENA

A good command in English language is vital nowadays for any university graduate. This is particularly true in academia and research environments, where English has become a lingua franca: from writing a research paper to giving an oral presentation at a conference, or communicating with colleagues, both orally and in written form, English is the language to be used. This course addresses this need and helps participants become familiar with the vocabulary, discourse structures and conventions used in research contexts.

ZURE BILA GABILTZA

If you already have a good level of English and would like to improve those aspects of oral and written English that are specific to the language used in research environments, this may be the course for you. You will learn to improve the structure and style of your abstracts, your research papers, oral presentations as well as your communications with the scientific community in general. All this requires some formal and stylistic conventions that are often overlooked in more general English courses. The course is very practical and hands-on. Come and join us!

IRTEERA PROFESIONALAK

If you are in your final year and are interested in a career in research, if you would like to do a Masters or a PhD course abroad, or if you are already a researcher but would like to improve your skills to write and talk confidently about your subject, this course may help you.
BALDINTZAK

- Unibertsitate titulazioa eduki ala unibertsitate ikasketak egiten egon.
- B2 ingeles maila.

IRAKASKUNTZA

HASIERA ETA AMAIERA DATA: 2018ko urritik abendura
EMATEKO TOKIA: UPV/EHUko Gipuzkoako Campusa
HIZKUNTZA: Ingelesa

INFORMAZIOA/KONTAKTUA

SAIL EDO ORGANO ARDURADUNA: Gipuzkoako Campuseko errektooreordetza
HELBIDEA: Manuel de Lardizabal pasealekua, 2-beheko solairua, 20018 Donostia
TELEFONO: 943 01 85 07
POSTA ELEKTRONIKOA: gi-kultura@ehu.eus
WEB ORRIA: http://go.ehu.eus/effective-research-english

(*) ECTS kreditu batek 25 orduko balioa du.